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Important Notes on Publication Policy
Althoughit would, in some ways, be desirable to clelay publication
of all the results from the ESRI survey of the attitudes of teachers and pupils
Lmtil a comprehensive and integrated picture could be presented, this would
delay the availability of useful material. We have therefore decided to release
reports on sections of the material as the analysis is completed. The final
volume in the series will bring the material together and highlight the main
issues, offering such interpretations of the results as seem to be justified.
Simultaneously with the publication of this volume a general back-
ground volume has been published. It is expected that the next volume in the
series will be "Teachers~ Perception of Educational Objectives".
When reading the present volume the reader should certainly have
at his side a copy of the General Background Volume. It outlines the purpose
of the survey, the way it came into being, and the stages through which it developed.
It gives details of the way the samples were drawn and the topics covered in the
survey. In addition it gives a brief description of the schools, the teachers and
the pupils surveyed. This material could well suggest important re-interpretations
of the data presented in this report. There is also a discussion of statistical
significance which may be found helpful when examining the tables.
For each volume there exists a "Special Appendix" containing additional
tables and other material. These Special Appendices may be obtained from the
ESRI. When these tables are referred to the number of the table is prefixed t’SA"
in the text. When ordering any of the special appendices it is essential to state
the volume it is intended to accompany.
The entire questionnaires used in the survey are available in the
special appendix to volume I.
T.E. (ii)
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TE 1.
General Introduction
¯ The material discussed in this report was collected from 1, 246
teachers who formed a statistically representative sample of the total population of
post-primary teachers in the 26 counties. It was collected as part of a wider ESRI
survey of the attitudes of post-primary teachers and pupils in October - December
1970.
The backgroundto, and design of, the enquiry, the construction
of the sample, and the characteristics of the schools, the teachers and the pupils
who were surveyed, are discussed in the special volume dealing with the background
to the survey. Only a few of these particulars need be summarised here. One
thing which must be explained is that, in order to obtain large enough numbers of
teachers in comprehensive and Protestant schools to allow reasonably sound
conclusions concerning the views of teachers in these schools to be drawn, extra
teachers were interviewed in such schools. However, so that the views of such
teachers would not carry undue weight in the overall picture, their responses
were given less weight than others in the final calculations. Thus the 53 teachers
interviewed in comprehensive schools were treated as if they were only 11, and the
73 teachers in Protestant schools were weighted down to 44. The ’Weighted"
figures reported in the text are the figures obtained after this correction has been
applied.
It is also necessary to explain,firstly,that data was collected
from the teachers on two occasions, once by means of a personal interview, and
once by means of a self-completion quest ionnaire.    Head teachers were not
askedto complete the latter; 893 (weighted) teachers did so. Secondly, in order
to minimise the leng~h of the fntetwiews, there were three different versions of the
interview. The most important questions were included in all versions and were
therefore asked of all teachers. However some questions were only asked of a random
sub-sample of one-third of the total sample of teachers. Our report on examination begins,
with a discussion of the answers to one ~uch question.
Table    reference ~ prefixed with an ’A ’ will be found in the appendix,:
and those prefixed by ’SA’ will be found i u Special Appendix available from the Institute.
T.E. la
Introduction
As every schoolboy and schoolteacher knows, examinations
loom large in the psychological space of those concerned with education.
Strangely enough the purpose of examinations has only relatively recently
come up as a major topic for discussion (Bloom et. al., 1971, Agazzi, 1967,
the Intermediate Certificate Committee Report 1973).
What are teachers’ views on this subject ?
In this report we will look at teachers’ views on the impor-
tance of having compulsory subjects on the curriculum and for examinations,
at the subjects they think should be compulsory, at their views on the suit-
ability of the subjects, standard, and format of the Intermediate Certificate
Examination for all those who embark on post-primary courses, at their views
on the adequacy of the current examinations in each school subject, at their
views on the examination syllabi, and at their general views on the objectives
of examinations and the extent to which the current examination system fulfills
those functions.
We begin by examining their attitudes toward compulsory
subjects.
Section I.
T. E -2-
Teachers Views on Compulsory Subjects
393 teachers were asked how necessary they thought it was to have
o
core subjects on the curriculum which every pupil would have to take but not necessarily for
examination purposes. 51% said that it was very necessary to have such subjects, a
further 30% said that it was necessary, and only 19% said either that it was not very necessary
or not at all necessary. Those who thought that it was necessary to have some compulsory.~
core subjects were not asked what those subjects should be since we knew from the pilot work~
that the answers to this question were very similar to teachers’ answers to the next question .
in the interview,’ This asked whether there should be some subjects or combinations of subjects
which pupils ~uld have to pass in order to obtain an examination certificate. 55% said ’yes".
It would seem that a clear majority of teachers favour having basic core subjecte ~,1 the
curriculum, but only half think that the obtaining of an examination certificate should be
contingent on gal~ing exami~tion passes in those subjects.
Teachers in Protestant Schools seemed slightly less likely than othersto -
think that some subjects should be compulsory in order to obtain an examination certificate:
only 38% of them thought it should be compulsory to pass some specific subjects or combina-
tions of subjects. O.therwise there were no important differences between school types
or between head teachers and other teachers in their answers to either question.
Teachers who thought that there should be some minimum requirements
were asked, separately for the intermediate Certificate and .Leaving Certificate, what
that minimum should be.
Most of them specified this minimum in terms of a list of subjects. A
small number specified combinations of subjects of the form "A language plus a science plus
a practical subject", 18 teachers gave answers of the type ’~ix, which must include Irish",
and 8 teachers ~.ve answers of the form "Five out of the following list".
The lists of Subjects specified in answer to the question were therefore
analysed in terms of (a) the subjects specified, and (b) the number felt to be necessary to
obtain a certificate. If no such number was specified it was assumed that the teacher meant
that pupils should have to pass all subjects he had listed. The distribution of this
stated or inferred
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minimum number of subjects thought necessary to obtain a certificate is
given below, it would seem that there was not a great deal of agreement
about how many subjects should be compulsory even amongst those who
felt that some subjects should be compulsory,
TABLE 1
Number of subjects thought necessary to obtain a certificate
Intermediate
Number of Subjects
% of those
sayi ng some
subjects should
be compulsory
1
2
3
4
5
6
?
8
9
NA
Weighted base (=100~)
(Those teachers who
thought some subjects
should be compulsory
in order, to obtain a
certificate)
All teachers inter.viewed
with form X
?
12
15
18
32
g
3
1
0
2
215
°/0 of all
teachers
4
7
8
10
18
5
2
1
0
393
Leaving
of those
saying some % of all
subjects should teachers
be compulsory
11 6
16 9
12 ?
12 ?
33 18
? 4
4
2 }
1 !
2
215
393
This distribution varied little with school type or= with
whether or. not the informant wasa head teacher-.
The subjects the teachers listed are given in Table 2. It is of
interest that while most of the teachers who felt that some subjects should
be compulsor.y mentioned English,
’ 
and more than half mentioned mathematics,
less than half of these teachers mentioned Irish. Since only 55% of teacher, s
thought any subjects should be compulsory this means that while 24%. of all
teachers thought Irish should be compulsory to obtain the Intermediate
certificate and 21% to obtain the Leaving certificate, near.ly half the total scruple
of teachers (45- 47%) thought English should be compulsory to obtain.
either’ cer.tificate.
- TE4-
Table 2: Subjects teachers thought it was necessary for pup!Is
to pass in order to obtain a certificate
Subject
Engl i sh
Mathematics
Irish
A foreign lan~tuage
and Irish and/or.
Engl i sh
Geography
H i s tory
Genera I science
Weighted base
(teachers saying some
subjects should be
compulsory) (=100~)
Weighted base (all
teachers) (=100~)
I ntermed i a t e
~o of those saying
some subjects % of all
ought to be teachers
compulsory
86
65
44
25
22
21
19
Z15
47
36
24
14
12
12
10
393
Leaving
of those saying
some subjects
ought to be
compu I So ry
of all
teachers
83
54
39
45
30
21
3’7
10
20
18
20
10
11
10
215
393
At intermediate level teachers in giPIst schools were more
likely than others to list English: in such schools 93% of the teachers
who thought some subjects should be compulsory listed it.
Mathematics was much mope likely to be listed by vocational
school teacher.s and by men: 81 °/0 of vocational school teachers who
thought some subjects should be compulsory listed mathematics compared
with 60~0 of teachers in other schools. ’/3% of men who thought some
subjects should be compulsory listed it compared with 57~ of women.
Science behaved in a r.ather similar, fashion, but the trends are less
marked. 35% of the vocational school teachers who thought that some
subjects should be compulsory thought a practical subject should be
required.
T.E. -5-
At Leaving Certificate level,English seemed
to be listed rather less frequently by head teachers than others. The
trend for vocational school teachers to list mathematics was even more
marked than at Intermediate level : 83% of vocational school teachers
who thought there should be compulsory subjects to obtain a certificate
listed it, compared with 43~ of teachers in other schools. Similar, less
marked, trends were again visible in the data concerning science. 49~ of
teachers in girls only schools" who wanted to have some compulsory
subjects would insist on a modern language and Irish &/or English.
Reasons for not wanting Compulsory Subjects
Teachers who thought that it should not
be necessary to pass some subjects or combinations of subjects in order to
obtain a certificate (i. e. 44% of the total) were asked why they did not tl~.R
should be necessary for pupils to pass some particular subjects or com-
binations of subjects.
Their answers fell into four main
categories :
1. All pupils do not have the same aptitudes and interests.
may not like a particular subject, e.g.
fore cannot be expected to do well at it.
They
subjects inhibits the development of individual talents and strengths.
Students should be able to choose the subjects they study in order
2. A pass in ~ subject
to be able to develop
o
their aptitudes and interests.
shows intelligence and the pupil~should
get credit for it ; it is unfair to penalise a student for failing
to pass in a particular subject. All subjects - including prac-
tical ones - should get equal weight.
The idea of compulsion is repugnant to both student and teacher
and this generates lack of interest in the subject or, worse,
Irish, and they there-
Insisting onparticular
T.E. -6-
4.
hatred, antipathy, or nervousness toward it.
Compulsion to obtain particular subjects leads to over concentration on
these to the neglect of other subjects. Alternatively, it may lead to
cramming.
The percentages of those opposed to the idea of compulsory
subjects who reasoned in these ways is given below.
Table 3.
Reasons for not wanting "to have compulsory subjects.
%
Inhibits provision for diversity of talents                  46
Pupils should get credit for their achievements;
all subjects should get equal weight 39
Compulsion stifles interest in the compulsory subjects
Compulsion leads to over concentration of efforts 12
Other answers
Weighted Base (--100%) All who thought that it should not
be compulsory to pass certain subjects or combinations
of subjects to get a certificate.
6
171
It would seem that the main reasons for wanting not to
have compulsory subjects stern from a feeling that different pupils have different
strengths and abilities and that these have somehow to be built upon, developed,
and recognized.
While heads did not differ from other teachers in the reasons
they gave, those teachers in boys only schools who thought there should not be
compulsory subjects were more likely than teachers in others schools to give as
their reasons the fact that it inhibited provision of courses suited to the diversity of
talents and that they felt that pupils should get credit for their achievements.
T. E° -6a- ¯ .
Summary of .Section ~. !
More than three quarters of the teachers who
were asked whether there should be compulsory core subjects
on the curriculum thought that there should be, but only half
felt that there should be compulsory examination subjects.
V~i~ereas ,about one teacher in five thought Irish should be a
compulsory examination subject half thought English should be.
If the teacher did not think there should be compulsory
examination subjects the reason was likely to be that he felt
it inhibited provision of courses suited to the diversity of
talents that find their way into post primary schools.
T.E. -7-
Section II. Suitability of the Subjects, Standard, and F0rmat of the Intermediate
Examination.
The whole sample of 1,248 teachers was asked whether they
thought the subjects, standard, and format of the Intermediate examination was
suited to the needs of all pupils who embark on post primary education. 59%
were completely satisfied with the subjects, 65% with the standard, and 54%
with the format.
As can be seen from tables* SA1 and SA2 (in the special
appendix/available from the ESRI) teachers in vocational sch0ol~ were the most
likely to be satisfied with the standard, teachers in comprehensive schools were
the most happy with the subjects, but they were the least happy with the standard
and, particularly, the format. Teachers in Protestant schools were the least
likely to be happy with the subjects. Men were somewhat more satisfied with
the standard than women, and religious teachers somewhat less than lay teachers.
As can be seen from table A1 (at the end of this volume) teachers
whose main subject was science to Intermediate level were the most likely to be
critical of the subjects available, only 44% of them being completely satisfied on
this score compared with 72% of those teaching French to Intermediate Level,
74% of those teaching commerce and 72% of those teaching home economics. Less~
than half of those mainly teaching Irish, whether to Intermediate or Leaving Cer-
tificate level, were completely satisfied with the subjects available.
Teachers teaching mainly to Leaving Certificate level at the
time the survey was carried out were on the whole more critical of the standard
than those teaching mainly Intermediate level. Those most satisfied with the
standard were the Intermediate commerce and home economics teachers.
For a discussion of statistical significance see the introductory volume.
T.E. -8-
Leaving certificate Idstory teachers were most likely
to.be critical of the foe"mat, closely followed by those teaching
French to Leaving. Certificate standard.
Changes
. 
wanted in the Subjects
The general changes that teachers would like to
see in the subjects of the Intermediate examination fell into 7 main
categories; These are given in detail below. Their relative importance will be
discus sed next,
1. There should be a wider r’ange of subjects available. Theresponses
of teachers who said that specific extra subjects, such as, for example
archaeology, practicalsubjects,
were grouped into this category,
and typewriting should be included
as were those of teachers who
m
said things like "Pupils with practical ability should be given the
opportunity to show it".
There should be a narrower range of subjects because the present
sM~tem leads, to overloading, especially for the less academic pupils.
Answers such as "F~ve subjects and no more" were grouped into this
category.
S. Irish should not be compulsory.
4.
.
~0
Other subjects should not be compulsory e.g. "Maths for girls",
"History and geography in secondary schools".
History and geography should be separate subjects.
Specific comments on the syllabuses for particular subjects.
Examples of such comments were : "Make history more topical", "Less
emphasis on fundamentals of Mathematics ", "Syllabus in English,
history, too wide, leads to cramming", "More emphasis on
translation from Latin to English", "Emphasis on spoken rather
than written isxlguages", "iVIore emphasis on literature", "Make Irish
x~nore useful for everyda-~r use     ~’, "IVIake Irish more attractive"                                                       .    ;
T.E. -9-
7. General comments mainly referring to less emphasis on factual knowledge e. g,
’~oo much a memory test", "move away from regurgitation of mere factual
knowledge", "syllabus too restricting", ’Maore emphasis on style of thought and
coherence of mind, and less on regurgitation of facts".
The percentage of the 37% of teachers who wanted changes in the subjects of the Intermediate
who gave as their reason answers which fell into each of these categories is given below.
TABLE 4.
Changes teachers would like to see in subjects of Intermediate Certificate
%
Comments on specific syllabus 28
Wider range of subjects 24
Less emphasis in factual knowledge 22
Irish not compulsory 19
History and Geography separate 14
Other subjects not compulsory 6
Narrower range 3
Other answers 5
Base (~-100%) All teachers who were not
completely satisfied with the subjects of the Inter 440
Cert, Teachers could give more than one answer
It wouldseem that those who would like a wider range of subjects pre-
dominate over those who would like to limit the examination to core subjects, and that there
is a fairly strong feeling that the examination should concentrate less on factual knowledge.
Women were much more likely than men to say that history and geog-
raphy should be selSarate, Teachers who had more teaching experience were less likely
than those with less experience to think that a wider range of subjects should be avail-
able,~ but there was little difference between head teachers and others.
Change wanted in the Standard
The changes desired in the standard of the Intermediate Certificate fell into 11 cate-
gories. Since these were fairly straightforward the details will not be given here.
Table 5 shows the way answers which fell into these categories was dis-
tributed among the 31% of teacherswho wanted changes in the standard
of the Intermediate examination.
Table 5
General Changes desired in the standard of the Intermediate Certificate.
%
Standard should be lower 28
Standard should be raised 26
Standard should be such as to encompass all abilities 11
Standard in a specified subject other than science is too low 10
Standard in a specified subject other than science is too high 10
Too great a difference between Intermediate and Leaving 8
Syllabus too wide to be studied in depth 5
Too great a difference between Higher and Lower 4
Standard in science is too high 3
Standard in sciences is too low 2
*Not enough differe.~ce between, Higher and Lower 1
Other Comments 2
Base (=100%) All who would like changes in the standard of the
Intermediate Certificate (Teachers could give
answers which fell-into more than one category) 380
It may be ths.t wanting a greater differer~ce between higher and lower
courses was perceived by the coders to have been a special case of wan-
ting the standard to emcompass all levels of ability with the result that
this category is unduly small.
T.E. -11-
The fa~t that approximately the Same number wanted
to have the standard raised as wanted to have it lowered suggests that both
may be right - that there is, in fact, a need for a wider range of papers
set at different levels and suited to the needs of different sorts of
pupils. This is made explicit by those teachers who gave answers
which fell into the next largest category which was made up of those
who wmlt ed
changes which would make the In"~er-Cert encompass all
ranges~ of ability. This inference would also seem to be in line
with the thinking of those teachers who felt that the need to pass
compulsory subjects inhibited provision of courses suited to the
needs of the diversity of pupi].s who find their way into post-prlmary
education.
As can be seen from tables SA3 and SA4 (in the special
appendix) lay teachers who wanted changes in the standard were
more likely to want it raised, while religious teachers were more
likely to wsnt it lowered. Those who were not head teachers were
more likely than heads to want the standard raised. Teachers
in Protestant schools were less likely to want the standard lowered
than these in other schools.
Among teachers who wanted the standard changed
women were more likely than men to want the standard lowered as
were teachers teaching in rural rather than urban schools.    Teachers
working in co-educational rather than single sex schools appeared to
have some tendency to concur with this.
T.E. -12-
Those who were most likely to want
the standard altered so that it would encompass all levels of ability, such
as to have the higher course more demanding and the lower course.~
less demanding or to have three levels instead of the present two,
were those teaching for between 3 and 10 years rather than for longer
or shorter periods of time.
Thus the teacher;s background, the standards he
brings with him to his task, the opportunities he has to gain a wide
perspective on academic standards ~ and the abilities of a comple’~e
range of pupils, and the abilities of the pupils with whom he is
de~ling all seem to influence his ~iews on the adequacy of the present
system.
T.E, -13-
Changes wanted in the Format
The changes teachers suggested in the format fell into the
main categories shown in tame 6, which also gives the frequencies of endor-
sement.
Table 6
Changes/wanted in the format of the Intermediate Examination.
%
In languages, there should be an oral, or a larger percentage
of the marks should be allocated to the oral 30
There should be more emphasis on project and practical work,
on creativity, individual expression, and design of own pro-
jects 27
A certificate should be issued by the school on the basis of c6n-
tinuous assessment. Alternatively teacher assessments,
adequately moderated, should be taken into account            16
The wording of the questions should be simplified to make them
less intimidating, and the questions should be mad’e more
straightforward. 14
There should be shorter papers/the choice of questions should
be more iimitedin order to save time reading them. 8
There should be a change to multiple choice papers 6
The Intermediate examination should be abolished or the course
should be extended to 4 years like CGE O level
¯ There should be a wider choice of questions
There should be a certificate for each subject passed/It should
not be necessary to pass 5 subjects.
The exam should cater for all abilities and not just for the
academic; there should be two types of exam. to cater for all
Other answers
Base (=100%) All teachers who thought that there shouldbe
changes in the format of the Intermediate
6
6
3
13
48O
T.E. -14-
It would seem that the main change wanted is to have a form
of examination which includes the practical and expressive as well as the
academic aspects of the subjects.
Religious teachers were much less likely than lay teachers to
stress the need for assessments of practical and project work; so were
teachers who taught mainly to Leaving Certificate level compared with those
teaching to Intermediate Certificate level, and teachers who had been teach-
ing for longer rather than shorter periods of time.
Summary of Section 11
About half the teachers interviewed were satisfied with the
Intermediate examination on three counts; its subjects , its standard, and
its format. About the same number wanted the standard raised as wanted
it lowered. This suggests that the real problem (explicitly noted by one teacher
in ten) may be to provide a range of papers suited to all levels of ability.
T. E. -15-
Section HI : General Views on the adequacy of current examinations in each school
subject
We have now discussed teachers’ views on the subjects, stan-
dard, and format of the Intermediate examination. Elsewhere in the inter-
views all teachers were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with a number
of statements about examinations which had been made to the authors in the
course of the exploratory work. The material was collected on a 5-point
scale onwhlch strength of agreement or disagreement could be recorded.
Teachers were asked to answer these questions in relation to the subject they mainly
taught and the level at which they taught it. However their feelings about exami-
nations, summed across all subjects and levels, are of interest ¯
Table 7
Percentage who agreed* with statements about the examinations
%
The teacher’s assessment of the pupil’s work over l~he year
should be an essential part of examinations 84
The examination provides a fair assessment of a pupil’s prog-
ress in my subject 71
Employers and universities should have their own selection pro-
cedures, and thus leave the schools free to gear their curric-
ulum to the educational objectives that th.~y consider most im-
portant and to award certificates indicating that the pupils have
completed a general education course, rather than certificates
concentrating only on academic attainments 64
Examination requirements prevent me from presenting my sub-
ject in an interesting manner. 47
The examination requires the pupils to think for themselves
to look for flaws in arguments, to formulate hypotheses, and
to reason logically 41
I would like to see major changes in the type of examination
in my subject 40
The examination pays enough attention to inventive creative
work 34
The examination is merely a memory test and does not pay
sufficient attention to other aspects of intellectual develop-
ment
Weighted Base (,=100%)
33
1,174
* "Strongly Agree ’~plus" Agree on the whole%
T.E. -16-
It Would seem that, while teachers feel that the pre-
sent examinations are fair (in that they correctly grade the pupils in rela-
tion to that which is being assessed), they would like to be involved in those assess,
ments and to have other characteristics included - through, for example, continuous
assessment, Vocational selection should be separated from educational evaluation.
About a-third would desire major changes in the examination for their .subject. Fur-
thermore about half feel that the present examination system, with its implications
for the pupils’ future careers, directs attention away from some of the main goals of
education and prevents them from presenting their subject in the way they would like.
The comments the teachers made have been related to
the subject taught and the level at which it was taught in the charts which
follow. Unfortunately the small number of teachers who answered the ques-
tion in relation to any ¢me subject and level precluded analysis by subject for
all but the main subjects. Even for the main subjects the numbers on which
the percentages are based are still small, with the result that one could not
confidently predict that the results we have obtained would be replicated in a
larger study. What we can say is that the results are sufficiently sugges-
tive to indicate that further intensive studies carried out within subjects
might yield useful results, As a roughguide to the significance of dif-
ferences between percentages we may say that, given two groups each of
35 teachers, a percentage difference of 25% and 15% would be required for
significance at the . 05 level respectively at the centre and tail of the dis-
tribution. Such tests, of course, make no use of the high degree of inter-
hal consistency in the results. Further commentSon statistical significance
will be found in Appendix A to Volume 1.
T. E, -17-
The results Jn the charts largely speak for themselves.
Nevertheless a few comments may be made.
At Intermediate Ievel,histolw teachers were the least
likely to think that the examination provided a fair test of the pupils’ pro-
gress; the most likely to say that the examination was merely a memory
test; the most likely to say that the examination prevented them from presen-
ting the subject in the most interesting way ; the least likely to say that the
examination paid enough attention to inventive, creative.work ; among the
least likely to say tI~t the examinat,ipn requirespupils to think for them:
selves; and the second most likely to say that employers shoed have their
own evaluations.
Certificate level.
The pattern is similar, but not identical, at .Leaving
Mathematics teachers at Intermediate level were
among the least likely to say that the examination paid enough attention to
inventive, creative, work and the most-likely to say that the examination
required pupils to think for themselves. At Leaving Certificate level
mathematics teachers were also the most likely to claim that the exami.
nation assessed the pupils’ ability to think for themselves.
At Intermediate level science teachers, like home
economics, history and Irish and French teachers,, were likely to want
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most important to awaro certificates indxcati~at mey
have completed a ~g..~..~l education course.rather than
certifi.cates concentrating only on academic a:tainment~
l Mathematics _(Higher). 60I
: End_fish (Higher).    . - 4 I
.:._~...o~,pby ......................................~J
Home Economics .36
....... ..............................
History 26 :
¯ .m:,h .(H). ...........2.~
......... S__e:i_..n.c..e._A ..........~
8. The examination requires the pupils to think for ,
themselves, to look for flaws in arguments, to
formulate hypothesis and to reason Iogieally.
.........    Eo. om.   ................................................................................. .........................
Ge o.gap_hy. ..................................: .........................................r.8:%
French 88:
................................................................................ " " " I "
Irish. ( H.J gher)  ..  8~i"
.......... ~g~sk..(.mgb.~) ........................................................: ..._~ :....... _Mathematics
‘ 
.._(Hig_h..er) .................
: ....................................~...::
!
.Mathematics ,(Lo~,~r) . _ _8..2.~
.......... $cie.n.Ge...A. ...................................................................._8.i.1
. .. ... H~a.o_ry ..................................................8!j
_~ _.c~.~am~ ......~_/
8. The teacher’s assessment of the pupll’s work over.
the year should be an es~ntia! part of examination.
The weighted bases on which the above figures axe based are: Commerce 30, Fmglish 37~ French 28, Geography 13,
History 27, Home Economics 28, irish 37, Mathematics (Lower) 1% Mathematics (Higher) 44 and Science A 37,
CHART II
Percentage of Teachers of Each Subject who Strongly Agreed or Agreed wllah Vaflou$ Commentl about the Leaving ,
Ce~mlflcate.
i ...........................................................................................................................
................................... ,
t- .....
.M.at..h..~ma.t.ics .(~. d~ary ),
i ,    79~
........ Chum s~ ..................................................................i
i Mathematics (High~) .............76 J
Geography ...............................................................................~i"[-" 
Fr¢.nch (Higher) ......... 64(
!_ English (Higher) ........6_3J
£igeo~ ........................................................~J
I. The examinatien provides .a fair assessment of a
pupil’s progress in my subject.
LJ3us .Drg ._ and Accoimtlng ..... .. , ........
i History_ .............................................50~
i. Geggr a_ph.y_ ...........................441
!....Iris]! (Higher) .....40[
i English (Higher) 3~
............................... i
’Chemistry     29
[,Lhtin_(_H)_ ._l~
The examination is merely a memory ,test
and does not pay sufficient attention tO other
aspects of intellectual development*
-I ...... i i.igher) .................. " .
. Chemistry
¯ _’..~--"th~.~.~:-LH). ...............=~I
’ History 49 -
--~E~~-~c~ ..............-~7
....... F.r~.n.._h_.._(n) ......................~ ....
........ ~g~.~.n) ...................~,i
...... M.a~.h. ~.,..(O)49t "
3* Examination requirements prevent me from
presenting my subject in an interesting manner.
Irish (Higher
I "st
~. Hi. ory_ ................................~11
!French (Higher) 46 ]
~.de.og~aphy ..................... :t! J
i~ o rg. &.Acc. 39J
.... Ma.xhs,,. (tl) ..........f_8~_ i
i !,.~t.!oj[~). ...........28:
M. (0)..!6i
4. I would like to see major changes in the
type of examination in my subject.
.....................
’~athem;i-/&’io~ .......7 .......:/~i ..
.................
-. "
iGeo~raphy 31[
5. The examination pays enough attention to
inventive c~eative work.
LL~t~!.n..0!) ~4
i Chemimy~ ........................4’7[[ .....
’~2~¢n..ch..(H) .......... 84 {
6. The examination requires the pupils to think for
themselves, to look for flaws in arguments, to
formulate hypothesis and to reason-logically.
~..                                                   . ...............
French (H) ......................... :~5-
ltnglish (H) " 70 {-
_*~mari~ (9) ..........................07.
n.is_~.~ ..................................................................6:’...
Geog~hy 63
i ................................................................: ..............VLatin (H]~ . 62j
t ~’th~,,~cs (hi .....................................~° i"
7. Empires and universities should have their own
selh0tltm procedures, and thus leave the schools
free tO gear their curriculum to the educational
objectives t~at.they qonsider qxost ~mporti~,nt. and to
awar~ t~emficamrmuicatinK mat me-pupxxs nave
complttted a ~1 edueauon course rather man
oertifiesttes concentrating .only on academic attainments.
IHist . . ., ¯ 93!
English (H) 89!
French (H) ........ 89
¯
I .....
l..Mathematics. (~!) ............. 84 1
.’.;: _M_at.h..em_at.i.9s. (0). ............................................................-~-
.... Geography ¯ ..... 81..!
.......................... 801Bus. Org. &Acc,
8. The teacher’s assessment of the pupil’s wotk ove~ the
year should be an essential part of examinations.
Tim walghted bases on wlttch the above percentages are based arc: Bus. 0rg. & Ace.. 26, Chemistry 11, ~glish (Higher) ’7’,
French ¢~i~her) 41. Geo~ravhv 46. History 41. Irish (H) 62, Latin (H) 36, Maths- (O) 29 and Maths, (H) 48,
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major changes in the examination, and were the ].east likely tothink that
the examination required pupils to think fl)r themselves.
Ratings of Examinations .by, Factor Scores
Teachers feelings about the examinations did not
vary much with their concerns as assessed from their factor scores~~ ¯
However those who were concerned to introduce their pupils to a wide
range of academic topics were more likely to want major changes in the
type of examination, those who got high scores on the factor which meast~
concern with Irish nationalism were more likely than. those with low scores
to say that the examination required pupils to think for themselves, reason
logically, etc. and those with’ high levels of concern with developing basic
academic skills were more likely than those less concerned about this to
think the examination required the pupils to think for themselves.
TABLE 8.
Percent of those with I~gh Medium and Low scores on three factors
who agreed with selected statements about the examination.
Score on factor High
measuring effort
put into introducing
pupils to a wide
range of Cultures     Low
Score on factor
measuring effort
put into developing
Irish Nationalism
Score on factor
measuring effort
put into develop-
Lug basic academic
skills
% who agree that they ~vould like to
see major changes in the examination.
48
Medium 38
32
% who agree that the examination
requires pupils to think for them-
selves, reason logically etc.
High 49
Medium 37
Low 35
% who agree that the examination
requires pupils to think for them-
selves, reason logically, etc.
High 50
Medium 41
Low 35
The make-up of the:factor scores will be discussetl in another section
of the report. Suffice it to say here that the factors summarise the
variance in teachers educational concerns as am~essed from the effort
the teachers put into achieving 39 educational objectives.
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SummarY.
’ 
of Section ! ! 1
Teachers felt that the examinations provided a
fair assessment, of their pupils work, but they would like to be
involved to a greater extent than they are at present in the
assessment of that work - perhaps because they felt
that it would then be possible to introduce assessments of other
characteristics (such as practical work) in %o the examinations.
Vocational selection should be separated from educational
evaluation. About half found the examination syllabus cramping,
and rather more than a third would like to see major changes in
the examination of their subject.
Feelings about the examination vary a great deal
with the subject thought, but, since the numbers teaching any
one subject are small this work would-have to be. replicated
before firm., conclusions could be drawn. Nevertheless, as we
shall see later, these comments tend to be consistent with the
comments on the syllabus and they should therefore not be
dismissed out of hand. They are potentially extremely
important and the present data provides an invaluable context within
Whi~ to fit more detailed surveys of teachers’ fee.[ings about specific
s Jects.
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Section IV. Teachers views on the Functions of Examinations
Methods
On forms A and B all teachers, but not head teachers,
were asked to indicate whether they felt it was "Very Important", "Impor-
tant", "Of some Importance," or of "Little or no Importance" for examina-
tions to perform each of twenty possible functions of examinations, or whether
it was important that examinations should not function in this way. They
were also asked whether the present examination system performed each
function "Very Well", "Well", ’rNot very well", "Badly,, or "Very badly".
Each teacher answered the question in relation to both the more and the
less academic pupils at the end of boththe junior and senior cycle.
Results
The percentage of teachers who thought each function
"very important" for each category of pupil is given in chart III. By im-
plication the remainder of the teachers in. each case gave an answer varying
from ’~mportant, through to "Important that examinations should not do this*’.
The rank order of importance of the functions does not.
vary much from one category of pupil to armther. (Chart IV) The excep-
tions to this statement are that feedback seems to be thought of a more
important function of examinations for more academic pupils (Items 5~ 11,
and 15 in this list), senior cycle pupils are thought to be less ,in need of help
from the teacher, and clarity of expression seems to be thought more impor-
tant among more. academic pupils,
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It is, perhaps, surprising that less than half. of the
teachers thought that any of these objectives of examinations were very impor-
tant. Itwould be interesting to know what, if anything, they considered very
important functions of examinations to be. The numbers thinking each objec-
tive important would, of course, be considerably increased if we included
the "important" as well as the "very important" category. Nevertheless,
this material is strikingly different from the material we have collected else
where in the survey. In our next report we show that the vast majority of
the teachers did rate many educational objectives "~ Importm~t". In. the
context of this other data it is quite clear that there is indeed a major unanswerec
problem relating to the question we have raised. This is, perhaps, partly
answered by the fact that the teachers do not, on the whole, place examination
performance among the educational objectives they consider most important.
If examinations are not very important, how can ~’of their functions be very
important ? Which then raises a question about why more teachers did not
say that the Intermediate examination should be abolished. All we can really
say from this data is that there does indeed seem to be a strong ease for more
public discussion of the basic question ,~rhy examinations"?
In spite of this problem Chart III leaves one with the
Clear impression that teachers think the function of examinations is
T.E. -24- /"
Percentage of teachers ~zying each topic is a very important function of exma~qattons, averaged across’ratings
for ’MOre’ and ’less’ academic pupils at the end of the Junior and Senior Cycles,
i ]l i J lJ
Assess the pupil’s ability to express himself clearly. I 50]
2. Assess the pupil’s reasoning ability.
Provide the teacher with information so that he can think
how to help them.
4, Provide educationalists with the infozmation they need to [ ’ ".’"’45tguide and place their pupils within the,’edueational system, ,.
~m
Provide feedback to the pupil concerning his academic r-
devote more attention-.
working forT° teach th~pupils that you don’t get anything wJ.thout i ’          8’4]
~/. To motivate the pupils by providing them with cteazly .........
defined goals" [ ..... 34]
8,pertormance,T° j~rovide a detailed picture of the pupil’s academic [ ......... 3~
F- 321
10.
To provide feedback to the school concerning how effect-
ively thgy are achieving academic objectives,
To provide employers and the universities with information
about the candidate’s academic strengths and weaknesses. 32]
II. To assess the pupil’s knowledge..
12. To provide feedback to the pupil about his,ch~acter strengths| 2~/]ana weaknesses and the areas to which ne snouio aevote more i |
attention,
./
To motivate the staff by providing them with clearly defined [
goals, 2"/J
14. To provide ~ asm. ssment of the. pupil which is complete.l~ [ 24]
unififluencea Dy me teachers omer maow~eage or me pup,~.
15. To pzovide feedback to the school conceminfhow effectively r- 9~[they are achieving their objectives in the realm of character [
anapersonality. -
To provide a detailed p,icmre of the pupil’s character and    [
personality: its strengms and we’o&nesses.
16. 281
1%
18.
To provide employers and the universities with information
about the candidates character strengths and weaknesses,
To motivate the pupi~ by letting them know who is better
an mey are so mat mey can compete with them.
19. To enable schools to be compared.
20. To citable teachers to be compared,
6~
7.
1"
!;
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14,
15.
16.
18.
19.
20.
IV Percentage Saying Each Topic Is a Very Important Function of Examinations,
Assess the pupil’s ability to expres’s himself clearly.
Assess the pupil’s reasoning .ability.
~-’LY’.~
Brovide theteacher with information so that he can think
how to help them.
Provide educationalists with the information they need to
8uide and place their pupils within Lhe educational systen~
Provide feedback to the pupil ,concerning his academic
strengths and weaknesses and the areas to which he
should devote more attention.
To teach the pupils that you don’tget anything without
working for it.
To motivate the pupils by providing them with clearly
defined goals.
To provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s academic
pe~fotmance~
To provide feedback to the school concerning how effect-
ively they are achieving academic objectives.
TO provide emp.loyers and the’universities with information
about the candidate’s academic strengths and weaknesses.
To assess the pupil’s knowledge.
TO provide feedback to th~ 1)u~it abou~ his character
strengths and weaknesses aria the areas to which he
shoul-d devote more attention.
To motivate the ’staff by providing them with clearly
defined goals.
To provide an assessment of the pupil which is completely
uninfluenced by the teacher?s other knowledge of the
pupil
To provide feedback to the school concerning how
effectively, they ate achieving their objectives in tb..eir
~ealrn of character ano personality,
To provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s character
and personality - its strengths and. weaknesses.
To provide employers and the universities with information ~_j_~
about the candidates character strengths and weaknesses.
To motivate the pupil’s by letting them know who is better ~’..~..~
than they ate so that they can compete with them,
To.enable schools to be compared.
To enable teachers to be compared. Scale: L.~-.-J--~.---J
0 10 20~
~unio~ Cycle for the ,:.~. ffunior Cycle for the r--’-~ Senior Cycle for the Senior Cycle for theKey: ~ Less Acaaem~c
’.,’,. More Academic ~--..~ LeSS ~caoemic ¯ ~ Mcce Acaden~,c
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much more to assist in guidanceand feedback th~n to provide a service to those
outside the school. Feedback seems~to be though of vs~primarily for the pupils’
use; less teachers seem to regard it as a means of comparing the effectiveness
of different teaching strategies.
In~iew of the fact that, as we have shown in our report on "Teachers~
Perception of Educational Objectives", teachers consider the development of the
pupil~ character and personality to be the most important objective of education,
it is remarkable that so few thought that a very important function of examinations
should be to help their pupils and themselves track on the attainment of this goal
(items 12, lS and 16 in this list). The most likely explanation would seem to be
that they have no experience of assessments which could help them in this way.
Attention should, perhaps, also be drawn to the low percentage of
teachers Who attached great importance to motivation of pUpils by public recognition
and competition,
Achievement of Examination Objectives
The proportion of teachers who thought the present examination system
achieved each of these objectives ’~ery Well" or ’Well" is shown in charts V and
VI. Chart V (and, for that matter Chart HI) would clearly be more informative
if it showed the percentage of teachers who chose each of the alternatives they
were offered. It would, however, have been prohibitively expensive to have
carried out the analysis in this amount of detail. Since only the ’~ry-well-
plus well’~ tail of the distribution was analysed the "Not-very-wetl-plus-badly-plus t
1
-very-badly" tail had to be obtained by subtraction and therefore also includes
those who did not answer the question.
The cutting points in these analyses were arrived at on the basis of inspection
of the unweighted straight counts. They were such as to yield the most use-
ful analysis. In this case if only the ’~ery well" category had been used the
numbers would have been too small to yield a useful picture.
J-- 4+
".,+2, ~’.’ ’.’;G~’7’.
Chart V. Percentage of teachers who think tl~. present examination system achieves each objective ’Very :Well’~6r,’WeB’
¯ J " ...... and ’Not Very We]]’., ’Badly: or ’Very Badly’, averaged a~oss ratings for ’More’ and ’Less’ academic pupiis
: . ,~ ........... ~~2..~7+end of the Junior and Senior ,Cycles..
To teach thp pupils that you don’t .m,
.+ ,Very. well. + well, .... Not very well" + "Badly" + "Very l
L t
_.~th/ng | ’
. _
56 .......
-..:...~....~ ......,+.....,.,,...’..., badly., ,wlmout wor~ng ~or it.
get ................... [,::~:...;;..;..;;.:.;.,..:....:....,~.,:~ ]
¯ To provide feedback to the school concerning
how effectively they are achieving academ/c :| ." + . . ......... 52~.,~: ......’,",,’.,.’, .:..’::: ....:",.’.’.1
To prpvi’de an as~ssment of the pupil which is
oomptetety uninfluenced by the ira/chefs other I
knowledge of the pupil.
To provide a detMled picture of the pupil’s
academic p~formanc~    "
5.
IK"
.,,,t
!,
9.
To provide a feedback to tt~e’pupfl oncerning .................
- ............ " - -
ms acaaemic ttrengt~ anti weagne~e~ and the | 49|::..,=.,....... ....... :..-:.: ::....~,.::.-.:. 11
areas to which he should devote more attention. ......... ~"" .......":"""" ... "’; ....;"~: ......"’:;;
To a~e~ the pupLl’s knowledge, 40~ ......,..-,:,..:.:.’~.:.,.:’,:.,,....,...:..-,
[-T6’lm>vi~ employers an~.the universities with ........
¯
~9~%%~tt~;;;~++~%:.+-;~+:~.~t~;~t~;~;°d~t~;;~;~‘~;‘:~+-*~+~‘-.+~¢".’’~", l::~6rmation agout the candidate’s ecademie [
, ’[: ~ngths.. and weaknesses. - ........................................:,~-
To mot~te pupils b’y-leitln+ gt~m know who [
,..°.,,,;;-,,,..., ....
-c,., ....,....., ,’+ ....
,.:|is better ~ tl~y are so that they can -- "’1"" ........ "’~ ......":" ’""’°" "’" ""
compete with them.
To motivate the pupil~ by providing them with [ .......
--- -’- .....-- ~: - ..... -- - --4 P. ._-...:.... .. . ......... ..... . .4cmmrly defined goals, ¯ ................... . .. . .., .~ ..... ..  ......
10. To motivate the staff by providing them with i ......... "’" ’"" =; - ......."; : -¯
I __ + 42[;* ":.~’. ,’.,’+::, :,.:’.’..’::. ;:’...’.:’:. "..,. ".: .:,’Jelem~ly defined goal~, ,’, ................: ........’. .. . ¯ .....~ ....
11.
12.
13.
To asseu the pupils ability to expces+ ixim~elf [ ¯ ........... - " - ..... ’-" ’ ’ ’-. - ’ ......
clearly.. 42Ii .:., ..........,:...t:,:.’.: .:-..::.,t.:,,.-..:.:’|+
¯
.
.. . l..,~,+ o’s~a¯~+¯ma l,~#_o,t..=. ~l~t*+~*a~a¯.-o.,l.’~;+,,.".o~lll
Toprovide educationalists with the information ,::.... .....~:: :,...:.,..:.:....+.:.:;.:;.,:.~I t.he~ need to ~ide and plat, their pupils within l ..... ........ ""’" ~ ..... .... ’" ..... = "¯ 39~...:.,::::,:::...,’:..:,’,,:.:.,,,..2.:.:.;,::.,:..’.|
L.t.l~ educational system.     _ .........................................
TO J ~0~d~ ~ teacher with inforrmtion about ............. " ..... ’’-" ..... "’~"~=~ + ...... .L~ ...... ~ . =" ,+
pacfi in divi’dml pupil so that he can think about "l .... :..: ....".’..’: .......: : ,:: ....-...,...!|
now to help them.
’to enable schools to be compared. I
.... =; ..;.~. ...........
.. : ; .,:,1. o.° o:°’,’.’+¯’j.’2~,,’2,;’;’Y,¯;Y:’,:’:o’~+:’’+,’r,-,+,.
15., To as~e~ the pupil’s ~astming abiIity. 32 .... ..........+............; .... ~,.:.. :, .:,,:..;,,..,.l:, ................ :’..: ....+: .. ..............
,-.":-’;’-4
To enable teachers to be compared,
I’L
]9.
To pr+ 0vide feedback t6 the pu, i)il’~boui ~a~ ’
....,.:+ ....
,..:, .;,..: .......~..+. ........,+ ......; ; ....
-,, .... .,ter strengtM+ and weaknesses and the areas m i 1~[,...,.,- ,,.:. ........, ....- - ....-,. -:  ..........................
which he should devote more attention.
- - = - .........................../
- To pro~de feedback to the school cod6em~
’ how effectively they are achieving their object- ] _ ~q::.:.:+2.’;;:’::~::: ::~..:..~;.;.:o...:, .~’;~.,:,.~:::.. ,-,.:,..,..,..-.:6 t¯.t¯t~ t~,*t.t oo*aol to**ll ,it¯ O~t##ttt I¯ ~tttAt~t 611.tltOl~*~
........................ .............. * .... "¶ ........... i+ ..... +:~ires in the rearm of character and personality, "’ "’ """ ..........+" " "+" "’" .... "" " ." ............ "’"
+19.
2O.
"TO provide employers and ihe universities with
! inf6rmation al~out the candidate’s character
! strengths and weaknesses.
T+o provide a detailed picture Of the tmpil’~
d~acter ann personaIity: its strengths and
weaknesses.
*.......%....+:.: ....... .......*..+..++% + . o.. .... .....’.+. °-..¯...%++
-+ . ¯ " ’ " . .... - ............. " i iI L%’:.:;’~.,+,’.+.’:;;+f,,;;: ";::’,"+:+’;~ ,:;;,++oo;,’;,,’%°;oC, o,,¯o’~,
~’--, 
~
¯ " ..... ’ .....
.’’% ¯ ..... .’+.". ¯ ’," ’ .’."o’:..¯o..."." .." o**’.~." "’A’;.%
2.
3,
4.
5.
6.
7s
.....
8,
9.
10.
11.
percentage of Teachers who think the Present Examination System Achieves Each ObJective
CHART VI "Very WeLl" or "WeLl".
To teach the pupils that you don’t get anything without ~-=---- -=-;£...
working for it.
~ .-~..., .-mm~..,m :.~,~.~,~!"~’""-1""..~.~i...~,.~!!.,.a~,..k’-
12.
To provide feedback, to the school concerning how effect-
ively they are achieving academic Objectives.
To provide an assessment of the pupil which is completely
uninfluenced by the teachers other knowledge of the
pupik
To provide, a detailed picture of the pupil’s academic
performance-
To provide feedback m the pupil concerning his academic
strengths and weaknesses and the areas to which he should
devote mc~e attention.
TO assessthe pupil’s knowledge.
To provide employers and the universities with information
about the candidate’s academic strengths and weaknesses
To. motivate pupils by letting them know who is better than
they are so that they can compete with them.
To motivate the pupils by providing them with clearly
defined goals.
To motivate the staff by providing them with clearly
defined goals.
To assess the pupil’s ability to express himself clearly,
To provide educatlonalists with the information they need
to guide and place their pupils within the educational
system.
~i-:-ri
To provide the teacher with Information about each indivld- ~~
t~al puptl so that he can think about how to help thorn.,
i4. To enable schools to be compared.
15. To assess the pupil’s reasoning ability,
17.
18.
20.
To enable teachers to be compared.
To provide feedback to the pupil about his character
strengths and weaknesses and the areas to which he should
devote more attention.
To provide feedback to the sChool concerning how
effectively, they are achieving their objectives in the
realm of character and personality.
To provide employers and the universities with information
about the candidates character strengths and weaknesses
To provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s character
and personality: its strengths and weaknesses.
~terr~edt~te£evel for the ..... Intermediate Level forKey: ~ Less Acaoemic            .V:~ the M~e Academic
Scale. d’-- 1’o " so*/,
Leaving Ce~t. Level for
LLS3 the Less Academic
Leaving Cert. Level for
the More Academic :
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It would seem from Chart VI that the present examinations
are thought to achieve all their objectives much better for the more than
for the tess academic pupils. This wouldseem to be particularly the
case for the picture of the pupil’s academic performance painted by the
examination, the feedback to the school, concerning its a~tainment of its
academic objectives, the adequacy of the information available to employers
and the universities, and the extent to which the examinations assess
reasoning ability and ability to express onself. Nevertheless, in
spite of the higher level of success of the examinations in performing
their functions for the more academic pupils, the rank order is much the
same for the four groups, with the possible exception of the adequacy of the
picture of the pupil’s academic strengths and weaknesses and the quality
of the information available to universities.
Priorities for Action
The teachers’ level of satisfaction with the performance of
the examinations was analysed in relation to the importance attached to
each Objective. Chart VII gives the proportion of all teachers who
thought each objective both very important a~d not very well, badly or
very badly attained. Chart VIII gives the proportion of the teachers
thinking the object.ire very important who thought it was not very well,
badly or very badly attained. In other words Chart VII indicates the
teachers’ overall priorities for action. It indicates the things that are
generally seen as both very important and lacking. Chart VIII, on the
other hand, gives the level of dissatisfaction amongst those that think
that particular objective very important. Note that the figures in
Chart VII could be markedly increased by extending the. categories to
include all teachers who thought the examination objective ’!important"
as well as those who thought it very "important". We give these figures
for less academic pupils, junior cycle, in Table A2.
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CHART Vll
PerCentage of Al~l Teachers who thought each,objective both very Important and not very well,
Badly, or very Badly Achieved.
1. To assess the pupils reasoning ability.
3,
1
To provide edueationalists with the information they need I
to guide and place their pupils within the educational system. I
To provide the tea,her with information about each individ- |
ual pupil so that he can think about how to help them. |         3
4. To assess the pupils ability toexpress himself clearly, [ 4
5a¯
6.
To provide feedback to the pupil about his character strengths |
and weaknesses and the areas to which he should devote mote!
attention.
To provide feedback to the school concerning how effectively [
they are achieving their objectives in the realm of character !
and personality.
To provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s character and
personality~ its suengths and weaknesses
8. To provide feedback to the up_.~,l concerning his academic
[strengths and weaknesses and the areas to which he should ,       8
devote mote attention.
¯
" l9. To tnotlvate~he puplls by providing them with clearly defined 9 "goals.
I0. To provide employers and the univerdties with-information
[about the chtndidate’s character strengths and weaknesses. 10
11.
-4¯.j~
12.
13.
14,"
15.
16.
1"/.
18.
To as~ss the pupils knowledge.
11
To motivate the staff by providing.them with clearly defined; [
goals. 112
To provide employers and the universities with information
about the candidate’s academic strengths and weaknesses.
To provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s academic
performance,
131
To provide feedback to the school concerning h.ow effectively [
they .are achieving academic objectives. . [15
To teach the pupils that you don’t get anything without workingS6
for it.
To provide an assessment of the pupil which is completely|[’1~
uninfluenced by the teachers other knowledge 6f the pupil
~2
To motivate the pupil~ by letting them know who is better
ihan they are so that they can compete with them.
19. To enable schools to be compared.
20. To ena~:J~ teachers to be compared.
101
3,[
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Chart VII : Percentage Of those Teac.bers think/nR each Objective very Important who were Di~tisfied with its Achicvement~.
(Nos In b~ac~ts gi.ve the prop0Rion" of the te~chd~s who th0ught the objective very tm~rtant) .... .
!
i. To provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s char- i
[acter and personality; its strengths and weaknesses;|     1 7~I
2. To provide feedback to the school concem£ug how |
effectively they are achieving their objectives in ithe realm of cfiaracter and personality.
To provide employers and the uni’vdrslties with    i
information about the candidate’s character strengths] 3
and weaknesses, . [
To provide feedback to the .u~l about his character
strengths and weaknesses and the areas to which he.
should devote mo~e attention.
5. To assess’the pupils reasoning ability. 001
6. ’ To provRle the teacher with information about each
individ.ual pupil so that he can think about how to 6.
help them. ,,, .~
7- To provide educationalists wRh the information they[
need to guide and place thelr pupils Within the | ,/
’ educational system. |
9.
8,..
To motivate, the pupils, by providing them with
clearly defined goal~
I0, To motivate the staff by prgviding them with
clearly defined goals. I I0 ¯ "    45[
11. To assess the pupils knowledge, i ii 40 {
12.
13.
ll2 .....To provide feedback to the ~cmcemlng hisacademic strengths and weaknesses and the areas to - 37which he sh0uld devote more attention, .... . .
!
To provide employers and the univ~slties with
[     | 13information about the candidate’s academlgstrengths and Wea~esms. .....
14. To enable schools to be compared.
18. To enable teachers to be compared.
15
16,
17.
I
To provide a detailed picture of the puPil’s academi
performances,
To provide feedback to the schoolconceming how
effectively they are achieving a-~’demic objectives
18. To provide an assessment of the pupil which is
completely uninfluenced by the teachers other
knowledge of the pupil
¯ 19. T’o motivate the pupils by letting them know who is
better than they are so that they can compete with
them.
16 32
17
30
[18’    ’~ ..... 29
#
19             24
., ,         i
20, To teacl} the pupils that you don’t get anything
without worklfig for it.
T. E.
As,once again,there is very little difference between the
ratings for the junior cycle more-and less-academic pupils and senior cycle
more-and less-academic pupils, only the mean percentages and rank orders
are reported. The only interesting differencethat emerged from the
analysis of the four groups was that when replying in terms of the less
academic pupils, whether junior or senior cycle, a higher percentage of
teachers appeared to be dissatisfied with the attainment of what they
considered to be very important functions of examinations, although the
rank order remained about the same.
Examination of Chart VII, the one showing the objectives
perceived to be most in need of attention, indicates that the assessment of
the pupils’ ability to reason and to express themselves clearly appear to .be
important objectives of examinations which are not very well attained at
present. Teachers’ other major area of concern appears to be in
t~
relation to having adequate feedback, for educationalists for guidance and
placement purposes, for themselves so that they can best help individual
pupils, for the pupils, particularly in the area of character strengths and
weaknesses, and for the school in relation, to its achievement of non-cognitive
objectives. In other words, many teachers appeared to perceive the
present examination system as failing to assess very importartt types of
intellectual activity, and failing to report back adequately on what it does
find, both in the academic and non-cognitive areas.
The two objectives appearing at the bottom of.the list, that
is those relating to the comparison of schools and teachers, are not the objectives
whose achievement causes least dissatisfaction but merely objectives
which very few (16 and 13 respectively) teachers think very important.
In fact the functions which the greatest percentages of teachers think
very important and very well or well achieved are: providing feedback
to the pupil concerning his academic strengths and weaknesses and
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the areas to which he should devote more attention (B4%), assessing the
pupil’s abj.lity to express himself clearly (34%), and providing a detailed
picture of the pupil’s acadeniic performance (23%) for the more academic
pupils, and, in relation to the less academic ones: to teach them that you
don’t get anything without working for it (277o), providing, feedback to the
pupil concerning his academic strengths and weaknesses (24%) and asses-
sing the pupil’s ability to express himself (23~0). Thus, although Chart
VII indicates teachers priorities for action, it is not implied that the objec-
tives at the top Of the chart are to be achieved at the expense of these other
objectives, which are often thought to be equally important, but attained.
At this point a+%ention may be drawn Zo the high level of
satisfaction expressed in relation 1o the objective of providing feedback
to help pupils and teachers improve academic performance. This high
was
level of satisfaction/also found among those who regarded this as a very
important function of examinations; It may be that teachers are unaware
of the detailed and useful feedback that is now available by making use of
the techniques developed by Bloom(1971) and his associates. Attention may
also be drawn 1o the level of disagreement concerning the adequacy with
which clarity of expression is assessed. Although 34~0 of all teachers felt
%ha% this was a very important objective of examinations that was well
achieved, 25~0 felt it was very important but ~achieved. It would
seem ±hat while many teachers think it important to have improvements
in this area many others are not merely complacent but well satisfied.
Teachers who thought it very important that examinations
provide feedback about their pupil’s character and personality develop-
ment were also extremely likely to think that the examinations at
present did not perform this function (Chart VIII). 77% of the
196 teachers who thought it very important for examinations to
provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s character and personality,
its strengths and weaknesses, said that the Intermediate and Leaving
Certificatm fulfilled this function not very well, badly or very badly,
and the three objectives coming next in this rank order of dissatisfaction
are concerned with feedback in the non-cognitive areas.
Although the number of teachers who think examinations
should perform these functions is relatively small, out report on
’~eachers Perception of Educational Objectives" shows that the teachers
in general attached much more importance to these goals than to
passing traditional examinations, and felt that they were much less
Well attained. Should our report lead to this shared feeling of
un-ease becoming more articulate,, and should teachers come to think
that a change in the examinations would provide a means of helping
them to achieve these goals more effectively, we would expect many
more teachers to join the 153 disgruntled teachers we have encountered
in this survey.
At the other end of the scale which shows the proportion
of those teachers who thought each objective important who thought
the present examination system performed the function badly or, at
least, not very well, are the objectives most frequently perceived to
be adequately fulfilled by those who think them very important. Only
23% of the 287 teachers who thought it very important to teach pupils
that you don’t get anything without working for it thought this was
inadequately achieved, and only 24% of the 209 tl~inking it very
important thought that motivating the pupils by competition with each
other was not being fulfilled; a further 44% of those thinking it
u._n.nimportant thought it was achieved adequately.
Other objectives regarded as fulfilled well or very
wellby more than a third of the teachers who considered them
unimportant were: providing an assessment of the pupil, completely
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uninfluenced by the teachers’ other knowledge of the pupil, teaching the pupils
you don’t get anything without working for it, providing feedback to the pupil
concerning his academic strengths and weaknesses, and enabling teachers
and schools to be compared.
The general picture that emerges from this data is that
quite large proportions (1 in 5 to 1 in 3) of teachers considered many of the
examination ob|ectives we studied both important and badly achieved. This
applied particularly to nearly all feedback objectives, but it also applied to
assessment of high level intellectual skills like reasoning and adequacy of
expression. Teachers who thought that examinations should be directed
toward assessment and feedback in relation to character development (the
educational objective most teachers felt to be very important) were particu-
larly dissatisfied. Changes in the examination system which moved toward
provision of more detailed feedback, which took more of the teachers’ lmow-
ledge of the pupil into account, and which reduced the public nature of exam-
ination results would clearly be welcomed by many teachers.
We should, however, stress that, although teachers
clearly felt that examinations should take into account teachers’ assess-
ments of the pupil’s work over the year (see Table 7), the great majority
also agreed that examinations as at present organized provided a fair assess-
ment of their pupil’s work.
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Summary of Section IV
Less than half. the teachers thought any of the functions
of examinations we enquired about "very important-, Although the number
thinking the functions important could be increased by adding the "important,,
to the "very important" category it would seem, in the light of other data,
that the material suggests that teachers are at present not entirely clear about
why they have examinations,
The main function of examinations is at present per-
ceived to be more to provide guidance and feedback to schools, teachers,
and pupils, than to provide a service to those outside the schools. The
functions that were felt to be least well attained were the assessment of
progress towards character development goals and the provision of feed-
back to schools, teachers, and pup is to help them do better in this area,
At present t}" -: examinations fulfil their functions better
for the ,more than for the less acac ~ nic pupils.
When impor: ~ ~lce and adequacy of attainment were taken
into account simultan.-~ously it em~ ~ ted that the objectives which seemed to be
most in need of attention were to i~ prove the extent to which the examinations
assessed the pupils’ ability to re~)n and to express themselves clearly, and
to the degree to whict~ they provid!.~ feedback which will be useful in helping
teachers and pupils to improve th¢..~." performance both in the academic and
character development area. Tl~re teachers who thought examinations should
assess the schools’ achievement c~ character development goals were also
extremely likely to think that the ~resent examinations did not perform this
function very well.
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SECTION V. Covariates of Perception of Examination Objectives and Satis-
faction with the Performance of the examination system.
Satisfaction with the examination system did not vary
much with the subject area in which the teacher sought. However teachers
of practical subjects at all levels were slightly less likely to be satisfied
with the information available to employers and the universities concerning
the candidatest academic strengtlis and weaknesses.
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When we looked at school type differences the
thing which struck us was the divergence of the 7 3 teachers in Pro-
testant schools from the others. However these differences were rarely
consistent from Intermediate to Leaving Certificate level or from more to
less academic pupils, and, for this reason they have not been reported
although the explanation may in fact be that teachers in Protestant
schools discriminated more than other teachers between the needs of
the more and the less academic pupils and between junior and senior
cycles.
Importance Attached to ExAmination Objectives and Te~Ch..ers’ Factor. Scores .,
As can be seen from tables SA5 to SAll (in the special
appendix) teachers’factor scores tended to relate positively to the importance they
attached to the various examination objectives. Nevertheless there is a much
stronger relationship between some of the factor scores and particular variables
than there is with others.
Teachers who .put most effort into.developing the
pupils’ personality and character, self confidence, indep-
endence and initiative were particularly likely to think that examinations
should provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s character and persona-
lity, provide feedback to the pupil ,concerning his academic strengths and
weaknesses ,and the areas to which he should devote more attention,
teach pupils that you don’t get anything without working for it, provide
information to employers and universities concerning academic strengths
and weaknesses, assess the pupil’s knowledge and ability to express
himself clearly, provide feedback to the pupil concerning his character
strengths and weaknesses, and motivate pupils by providin~ clearly
defined goals.
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There was little relationship between teachers’ level of
concern with providing an education dealing with sex and marriage and their
views on examinations.
Teachers who paid great attention to providing a
wide academic education were more likely than those less concerned with
these things to think it important for examinations to: assess the pupil’s
ability to express himself clearly, provide a detailed picture of the
pupil’s character strengths and Weaknesses, provide feedback to the
pupil concerning areas of character which required attention, provide
the pupil with detailed feedback concerning academic areas which
required attention, and provide employers and universities with
information about the pupil’s character strengths and weaknesses.
Teachers who were concerned to make education
vocationally relevant were more likely than teachers less concerned with
these things to think it important for examinations to: provide feedback to
the pupil about his character strengths and weaknesses, teach the pupils
that you don’t get anything without working for it, provide feodback to
the pupil concerning his academic strengths and weaknesses, provide
edueationalists with guidance and placement information, provide em-
ployers and universities with information about academic strengths and
weaknesses, and motivate the pupils by providing them with clearly
’defined goals.
Teachers who particularly stressed the importance-
of the basic skills of writing, speaking, and studying on one’s own
were more likely to think it important for examinations to: assess the
pupil’s ability to express himself clearly, to assess his reasoning ability,
and to provide an assessment which is completely uninfluenced by the
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teachers other knowledge of the pupil.
Teachers who tried harder than others t~" develop Irish
nationalism were concerned that examinations should teach pupils that you
don’t get anything without working for it, that they should provide feedback
to the pupil concerning character strengths and weaknesses and academic
abilities, motivate pupils and staff alike, and provide employers and
Universities with information about the pupil’s character strengths
and weaknesses.
Teachers who scored high on the factor con-
cerned with developing a scientific attitude on the part of their pupils were
more likely than those with low scores on this factor to think that most
of the examination objectives were important. HOwever the trend was
most marked on the importance of providing an assessment Uninfluenced
by the teacher’s other knowledge of the pupils, an assessment of the
pupil~~ character and personality, providing feedback to the school
concerning the efficiency    with which they are achieving their
academic objectives, providing feedback to the pupil concerning both
his character and academic strengths and weaknesses and the areas
he should devote most attention toward, and motivating pupils and
staff by setting clearly defined goals.
One may summarize this section by saying that
the factor scores not merely demonstrate that teacher, s have different
goals in education ; these teachers also tend to want different forms of exa-
mination system, a form which is related to the .goals they consider
most important.
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SECTION VI. Satisfaction with Attainment and Teacherst Factor Scores.
Turning to our analysis of co-variates of teachers’ satis-
faction with the examination system there is little relationship between the
teachers~ factor scores and their satisfaction with the present examinal~ion
system. However teachers who put a lot of effort into developing nationalism
were more likely than those who paid less attention to these things to think that
the present examination system does more things well and, in particular, they
were more likely than others to think that it assesses the pupils reasoning
ability, provides adequate information to educationalists to guide and place
their pupils, provides teachers with the information they need to help their
pupils, and provides pupils with information concerning their strengths
and weaknesses.
Those more concerned with developing personality
and character were more satisfied with the present examinations performance
in assessing reasoning ability and teaching pupils that you dontt get anything
without working for it.
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The Examination Syllabi
.
Teachers, views on examinations need to be considered
in relation to their views on the examination syllabi.
In the course of the interviews, teachers were asked
to indicate on a 5-point scale how strongly they agreed or disagreed with a
number of statements concerning the syllabus that had been made to the authors
during the exploratory work. They were asked to respond for the subject they
mostly taught at the level at which they mostly taught it.
The results, summed across all school subjects, are
given below although, as we shall see next, there are big differences bet-
ween subjects.
.ze
"i’. :.0~. _rj:3_
TABLE 9.
Percentage who "strongly agree" or "agree" with various statements
about the syllabus.
The syllabus encourages the development of critical
thinking and powers of judgment in pupils
The syllabus allows plenty of scope for me to. teach
my subject in the way I consider best
The syllabus is too wide, it is impossible to cover i1
adequately
The syllabus does not take into consideration the full
range of ability in my class
The amount of factual learning the syllabus requires is
excessive
The syllabus demands too much of pupils of %his age
The syllabus allows ample time for pursuing any fruit-
.ful ideas and topics which are outside its strict
bounds.
I would like to see major changes in the syllabus
The approach to my subject which the syllabus demands
i~ out of touch with modern methods
The syllabus is irrelevant to the occupational needs of
the pupils
The syllabus takes insufficient account of contemporary
thinking or advances of knowledge in my subject
The syllabus demands acquisition by pupils of a lot of
useless knowledge
There is a lack of a coherent thread running through the
syllabus
The syllabus for my subject is too narrow irt its appr.oach
Weighted base (=100%)
59
58
41
38
34
33
31
29
28
26
26
22
19
14
i, 174
It would seem, that, while fairly satisfied with the Syllabus
they are teaching, teachers are inclined to feel under pressure to cover too
.nmch .grOundjand-to feel:.:that, the syllabus does not take into consideration the fu’ll
range of ability .they encou_nte~.
Charts IX and X and Tables A3 and A4 give this material
analysed againstthe specific syllabus referred to, It should be noted that the
charts only permit comparisons with the other main subjects while tables A3
and 4 permit comparison with the overall average for all subject~: Once again
we must emphasise that the numbers are often very small so that all we can say
is that further work in this area should prove informative. It will be seen that, at
Intermediate level, teachers of Irish were: well below average in feeling that the
syllabus was too wide, well below average in thinking that it encouraged the
40
39
37
30
29
22
22
18
15
14
CHART IX.
The approach to my subject wMch the ~yllabm
demands it out of touch with modem methods.
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COMMENTS ON .THE NEW INTERMEDIATE SYLLABUS BY-..SUBJECT.,
84
83
66
50
46
37
21
19
17
12
Science
History _
Geography
Home rcenomt~ ,
_I leagl!sh (H)
Maths. (H)        [
French ]
Irish (H) ]
C0mmeL~e
The syllabus is too wide, it Is Impomtble to
cover it adequately.
76
51
36
32
9.6
~4
18
12
3a
_L ,,,, , , , L,,
Science - .
Geography
_1
Ma~. Ca_.2) TJ
E. mh J
French
---’IJ
Home Ecq ~!.~.~
_ Commer~.~ : __J
Irish(H) i
The ~yf,.~bl~l deman& too much ,of pupl~ of
87
-74
68
61
60
54
54
51
48
48
4,
J ,, , J, . , .
.Math~. {L)
Commerce
Matl~ (H)
¯ .English (H)
Home Eco~qmic~
Geography.
French
z
ms,h Ca) , I
Science
1History
The syllabus a11ows plent7 of scope for me m
teach my subject in the way I consider best.
3g
"19
18
17
11
7
6
3
5, The syllabm for my subject Is too narrow in
f~s approach.
42
$8
28
2~
17
~9 | science !
46
[_ Irish (H)
, ]
43 Hlstor~ , .[j
l .Geography
Home Economics"
French    ~ " I
_
English (H). ]
CommerCe
_.~ths. (L)
I would-llke to see major hhange~ in the
syllabm.
16
7
6,
4.5
37
36
36
32
32
30
28
12
11
7.
,, ,,, , ,
.m~h (g) .... ]
Commerce [
Geography "
- [
English (H) [
Home Economics J(L) T
The syllabm allows ampin time for punuing any
fruitful .ideas and topics which are outside its
ttrlct bounds.
75
68
51
46
33
29
28
23
21
7
Science
H~tory.
Geo~aphv
Xmh (H) [
French ]
Home Economiq~
Commerce [
(.) I
~ths. (L)
!
The amount of factual learning.the syllabm
requires Is excessive.
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CHART IX. CONTD..
49
41
3O
28
27
26
22
18
I"I
7
65
54
48
’45
44
37
36
34
28
25
11.
~rBh (H)
,.I
French I
Commerce [
History [
_ Geo~a~y. I
Home Ecenomi~.s
Science [
__.~t~. (H)
The syllabm takes insufficient accotmt of con-
temporary d~k_ trig or advances of knowledge in
my subject.
The syllabus doe~ not take Into con~demtlon the
full mns~ of ability in my class.
’/9
79
64
61
6O
56
44
39
37
34
10.
laths. (L)
GeOgraphy , , + , iI
I
Science
.H~mry
Commerce ’. I
Home Economic+
’lIZ~h (H)
French            J
The syllabus encourages the developmentof
critical thinking and powers of judgement
in pupils.
49 History +
37 Maths. (H)
27 Irish (H)
~h(H)i I
22 French
19 Ma~hs. (L)
18 Home Economics
7 ___~gmphy
~.._~merce
,I
12. The syllabus demands acquisition by pupils
of a lot of toeless knowledge.
!
. . ! |
1
44
41
~7
31
18
15
13
12
1!
(H) ..... l
I
’’ +’ II+~tory I
Ma~. (L) i
.+ Science I
I ~eogm~hy
13. The syllabus h irrelevant ~ the occupational
needs of the, pupils.
24
24
2~
21
18
16
15
12
lO
14.
’+m+j’; ’<m’Scie.ce ¯ [
Geography ii
.I’,,~mS. m)
Home Eco~omic~
I~h iH) l
t-re.tory l
¯ ~ (L)
~erce
There is a lack of coherent fluid rummtng
through the syllabus.
The weighted bases on which the.above percentages are based are: Irish (H) 37, Home Economics 28, ¯
French 25, Commerce 30, History 27, English (H) 37, Science 37, Maths. (L) 17,
Geography 13, and Matin. (H) 44.
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development of critical thinking, well above average in thinking that the sy!!abus
was~ too narrow, well above average in thinking that the syllabus was irrelevant
to the occupational needs of their pupils, well above average in wanting major
changes, well above average in thinking the syllabus out of touch with modern
methods and out of touch wi~h modern developments in the subject~and below
average in thinking that the SYllabus was too demanding or too wide,
Teachers of English, Higher Course, were fairly average except
that they were well above average in thinking that the syllabus encouraged the
development of critical thinking.
Teachers of French were very far below average in thinking that
the syllabus encouraged the development of critical thinking, below average in
thinking that the syllabus was too demanding, and above average in thinking that
it was out of date.
The 17 (weighted) teachers of Mathematics (Lower course) were
very well below average in thinking that the syllabus was too wide, very well
above average in thinking that the syllabus allowed plenty of scope to teach the
subject in the way they considered best, very well below average in thinking that
there was too much fact learning, below average in thinking the material out of
date, well below average in wanting changes and thinking that the syllabus was too
demanding.
Higher course Mathematics teachers were well above average in
thinking that the syllabus developed critical thinking, well below average in out
of date-hess of both content and metl~ods, and above average in feeling that it
demanded the acquisition of useless knowledge and that it was irrelevant to the
occupational needs of the pupils. They were not very likely to want major changes
in the syllabus or to think that the amount of fact learning was excessive.
Teachers teaching science, syllabus A, were
extraordinarily divergent from other teachers in thinking that the/
syllabus was too wide, too demanding, and that there was too much
fact learning.    They were also very well above average in wanting
major changes and in saying that the syllabus did not cater for the
full range of ability in the class. They were below average in
thinking that there was ample time to pursue important side issues
and that there was sufficient op .portunity to present the subject in the
way they considered best. They felt the syllabus did not take
sufficient account of modern advances in knowledge.
The 13 geography teachers were well above average in
thinking that the syllabus was too wide, and below average in
thinking that it demanded the acquisition of useless knowledge.
History teachers were exceptionally likely to say that
the syllabus was too wide, and well above average in thinking
that there was too much fact learning, that the syllabus did not
cater for the full range of ability in the class,
the acquisition of a lot of useless knowledge.
much below average in thinking that there was time to pursue side
issues and above average in thinking that the syllabus was too
demanding for pupils of this age.
and that it demanded
They were also
Commerce teachers were well below average, in
thinking that the syllabus was ~oo wide and above average in
thinking that there was enough time to pursue important side issues
and present the subject in the way they considered best, below
average in thinking that the syllabus enoouraged the development
of critical thinking, and well below average in thinking that the
syllabus demanded the acquisition of a lot of useless knowledge.
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In general, then, at Intermediate Certificate level,
teachers of Mathematics (both courses} seem least dissatisfied with the
existing syllabus, followed by those teaching English and commerce.
At Leaving certificate level the picture is more even than
at Intermediate level.
Nevertheless, teachers of Irish (Higher course} are
well above average in thinking that the syllabus is too demanding and that it
is out of touch with modern methods and content, too wide, allows little
scope for the teacher: to present the subject in the way he considers best
or to pursue important side issues, has too much fact learning>demands the
acquisition of a lot of uaele~B knowledge on the part of the pupils~ought to be
changed, and lacks a coher~t thread.
Teac~ers of English (Higher course} were well above
averag~ i~ thinking that the ~llabus developed critical thinking, and below average
in thinking that there was too ~auch fact learning or that it was out of touch with
modern me~. They did not think it demanded the acquis~ition of a lot of useless
knowledge or tl~at it was irrelevant to the occupational needs of the pupils.
Teaclters of French (Higher course} were well below
average in thinking that there was too much fact learning or that the syllabus was
too wide. They were above a~t~age in saying that the syllabus was out of touch
with modern methods, a~d well ~elow average in thinking it to~ demanding.
Like teachers of English ~hey dit ~ot think there was a lot of useless knowledge
on the syllabus.
T~a~hers I~f Latin (Higher Course} felt that they were well
able to teach the s~ject in the way they considered best and to pursue any fruitful
ideas they wishe~ they were below average in thinking that the syllal~s did not
cater for the full range of ability in the class, that the syllabus was too wide, and
that there w~ no coherent thread running through the syllabus
51
44
27
21
lq
17
17
13
6
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a~A~’r x COMMENTS ON THE NEW
IrmS_t_..__ ]
French (H) -’t
Bmlnes~ O rr an~tlon and Accounting
G¢O , , ’
J~.~ (H)
,_q~mis=y
The approach to my si~bject which the syllabus
demands is out of much with modem mgtbods.
LEAVING SYLLABUS BY SUBIECT.
67
66
62
49
45
42
40
34
25
16
2b
_
C~--o graphy
Maths. (H)
Irish (H)
, Busin,e,. ,ss Organization and A~cdunting
Chemistry !
kIismry [
" Maths. (O) ]
French ~H)
:I
I
J
The syllabus is mo wide, it is impossible
to cover it adequately.
61
51
45
39
39
31
::31
23
22
16
3o
" !Irish (~i) .....
Maths. (H) i.I
~, Chemistry
Geography ,
Img.nsh (H)
I Business Organisafl3bn and Ac.counllng
I Ma~. O> I
l-~. <H), ,I
l: F~nch c~)
The syllabus demands too much of pupils of
this age.
72
66
65
63
61
57
52
52
40
38
L. . .
,Latin fH) ...]
Geography,
¯
_
¯ }
l~aths, (o)
,, ]
.... . m~isb (.) ,]
, History, ..... .........[
Business .Orga,.nJsat[on and Accotmthl, ~
Maths. (H) [
" F~;ench .¢H) l
Irish (H) I
Chemistry I
4a The syllabus allows plenty of scope for me
to teach my subject in the way I consider
best.
23
18
16
14
10
7
6
2
0
!r!
La
M~
Hi
Bmine~a Orga~satlon and Accounting
French (tIt
h (H)[
in.(~)
~sh (H)
ths. (o)
tory
~mlstry
Math,. (H)
Geography
The syllabus for my subject is too narrow in its
approach.
47
31
31
27
25
22
22
19
15
11
Irish (H)    .         }
._ Business. Organisa+n and Accounting
Latin 0~) J
mglish (H) _ ]
French(H) .[
,. IvIaths..(~
Chemistry |
GeoRra~hy
6~ I would like m see major changes int
the syllabus.
48
44
35
34
32
29
27
2O
18
16
~o
,. Latin (H) [
French (H) [ "
_ Chemist~/
History ]
Geography ]
Maths. (0)    [
,..n~h:O-,) [
Business Ojganisatfon and Accounting
The syllabus allows ample time for pursuing any
fruitful ideas and topics which are outside its
strict bounds.
62
50
46
40
39
39
32
26
18
9
8.
Geography .
,, Irish (H) ]
, Maths. (H) [
_ History [.
Business Otganisa~ion at/Accounting
Chemist~_ "
~,~,ths.~o>~. o~)I’/
~ch (H)
The amount of factual learning the
syllabus requiresis excessive.
!
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~IART X CONTD.
47
35
S2
24
23
9.1
19
16
15
15
9.
’Business Organisation and AccOunting
IHsh (H
French CH) |
¯ Latin (~) ".. I    ’
Chemistry ! "
Ma~. (OJ
M~._M_~_~. H)
The sytlabm takes insufficient account of
contemporary thinking or advances of
knowledge in my subject.
92
8R
70
67
Be
52
51
B1
34
I0.
EngUsh (H)
I
The syllabus encomages the development of critical
hhlnklng and powers of Judgement in pupils.
50
41
46
44
43
41
41
40
28
19
11.
~a~. ~ I
Business Or~.nlsarion and Acc~un~’ig
:.~ ~:~ .... l
~n.ch (H) ..... {
Geography
H~tov .:.. ’- [
<~e,,i,,~ I
The syllabus does not take into consideration
the full range of ability m my diam.
47
39
8~
81
29
9.3
18
18
17
i6
12.
Irish (H). ~.    !
,
, Mat~. (0)
C~mist~ . [
.C~_ ~aph~
The syllabus demands acquisi~on by
of a lot of useless knowledge,.
47
47
41
4O
4O
29
9.8
27
17
11
13.
[ Bustnem Ot...ganisatlon and AccOunting
l..~a~,, <o~    i
[ Maths. (H) /
I i~h ~) I
! IA., (~:) "t
l :~ i
I ~-~: 1
i ~,,o,,-~> ....!
l ~ ii~
The syllabus It Irrelevant to the occupational
needs of the pul)!,Is.
85 Irish (H) .j
27 Matlm. (H) [
9.3 Marlin. (O) -~
16 Buslncm ~)~ganlsadon and Aecotlnting
9
8 ~.~..~n (H)
14. Theresis a lack of a coherent th~ad running
through the syllabus,              r,
TIi¢ weighted bases ot~ which rite above percentages are based ate: Irish (H) 6S, French (H) 41,
Business Or~anlsation a~d Accounting 26, Latin (H) 36, Mafl~. (H) 48, Geography 48,
History 41, Maths. (O) 29, English (H)72 and Chemistry. 17,
Teachers of Mathematics (Ordinary course) were more
likely than others to think that the syllabus encouraged the development of
critical thinking and that the syllabus was irrelevant to the occupational
need of the pupils.
Mathematics (Higher course} teachers were well above
average in thinking the syllabus too wide, and that it did not take into account
the ftflI range of ability in the class. They were ab0ve average in thinking
it too demanding and irrelevant to the occupational needs of the pupils,
and below average in thinking that it allowed scope to pursue side issues.
However, they thought its content was well up to date.
The 17 Chemistry teachers were below average in thinking
the syllabus out of touch with modern methods but they felt that they lacked
scope to teach the syllabus in the way they considered best.
Geography teachers were w,ell above average in thinking
that the syllabus demanded too much fact learning and that the syllabus was
too wide. They felt, however, that there was scope to teach the subject
in the way they considered best and were unlikely to want major changes in
the syllabus.
History teachers were below average in wanting changes,
in thinking the subject matter out of date, and thinking that the material was
irrele~ant to the occupational needs of the pupils.
Business organisation, economics and accounting teachers
were well above average in thinking that the course demands acquisition of a lot.
of useless knowledge, well below average in relation to critical thinking, well
above average,::, in thinking the material irrelevant to the occupati~na! needs of the
pupils, and above average in thinking the material out of date.
It does not seem to be possible to pinpoint the teachers who are most
content at Leaving certificate level: teachers of Irish seem to be least content.    ~.
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Consistency of Comments on Syllabi and Examinations
There is sufficient consistency between these answers
and the answers to the questions concerned with examinations to make
us confident that these teachers were not responding at .random,
whether or not they are representative of the views-of teachers who
were not included in the sample is a question which cannot be satis-
factorily ar~swered from this data.
At Intermediate level:
Teachers of Irish wanted changes both in the syllabus and in the
exam:Luation; they perceived neither as being concerned v~t~h logical
critical thinking and both prevented them from presenting the subject
in the way they would consider best.
Teachers of English felt that the syllabus was concern~ with developing
critical thinking and that the examination assessed it~ development.
Teachers of French did not think that the syllabus was concerned with
the development of critical thinking, .and they concurred that the exam
did not assess .such development.     However they felt that the
syllabus was out of date and that the examination ought to be changed.
Mathematics teachers did not feel that there was too much fact
learning in the syllabus and they did not think the exam was only a
memory test; they wanted changes in neither the syllabus nor the
examination.
Science teachers felt that the syllabus was too wide and demanding
and that examination requirements prevented them presenting the
material in an interesting manner.    The syllabus required too much
r%
fact learning and the examination did not require pupils to think for
themselves. They wanted major changes in the syllabus, but they
have
were not much above average in their ccncern to,he examination changed.
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Geography teachers felt that the syllabus required too much fact
iearning, but they were not particularly likely to perceive the
examination as a memory test.
History teachers felt that the syllabus was too wide and that exa-
mination requir.ements.prevented an. interesting presentation; they
felt that the syllabus demanded too much fact learning and said that
the examination was a memory test.
More generally, just as Mathematics, Commerce and English teachers.
turned out to be in general well satisfied with their syLlabi, so they were
also the most satisfied with their examination.
At Leaving Certificate Level :
Teachers of Irish felt that the syllabus was out of touch with modern
methods, that both the syllabus and the examination ough~ to be
changed; the examination prevented them from presenting their sub-
ject in an interesting manner, the syllabus required too much fact
learning, the examination was an only memory test and did not pay
enough attention to the evaluation of inventive, creative work or to
the ability to reason logically.
Teachers of English more often than other teachers felt both that the
syllabus encouraged the development of critical thinking and that
the examination assessed the development of these skills.
Mathematics teachers felt that the syllabus encouraged development
of critical thinking, and that the examination assessed these attain-
ments. However the Higher’ syllabus was felt t~ be t~o demanding
and to prevent adequate exploration of side issues; likewise the examina’.-
tion was felt to preclude an interesting treatment of the subject.
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Geography teachers felt that the syllabus was too wide and that there
was too much fact learning; the examination was a.rnemory test and
it prevented them from presenting the subject in an interesting manner.
History teachers were relatively unlikely to want the syllabus changed,
but they did want the type of examination changed.
Summary of Section VI
Relatively few teachers would like to see major changes
in the syllabus. The main criticisms they made of the subject syllabi were
that they were too wide and that they did not take into account the full range
of ability, However these feelings vary greatly with subject taught. Unfor-
tunately the numbers teaching any one subject were inadequate to permit con-
fident generalizations to be drawn, and it will be necessary for additional
surveys to be undertaken to replicate this work. On the other hand the dif-
ferences are sufficiently large and consistent to suggest that they are indeed
important and that further work should in fact be put in hand. The present
survey provides important overall results which would provide a context for
surveys in particul.ar subject areas; perhaps conducted by the individual
subject committees.
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SECTION VII. SUMMARY
/~Ithough the majority of the teachers agreed that
the current examination in their subject provided a fair assessment
of the pupils’ progress (table 7),and although rather more than
half were satisfied with .the Intermediate examination on each of
three counts (it’s subjects, its standard, and its format) (~able SAI )
the majority also thought that: the present examination system per-
formed most of the functions listed in our questionnaires badly or, at
least, not very well (Chart V)
By way of qualifying what has just been said it should,
of course, be added that less than half of the teachers agreed that any of
the functions listed should be very important functions of examinations. Indeed
perhaps one of the main conClusions shouldbe that. atpresent, whereas teachers
are mostly in agreement concerning the main goals of education, they are not at all
in agreement concerning what the main functions of examinations should be. "
Although no group of ~eachers was in agreement concern!ng~
the main functions of examinations their perception of these-thin~s.
varied with.their educati0nal concerns and the subjects they taught,
and, overall, it it is clear ,%hat teachers think that the function of
examinationsshould he .much more .to assist in.pupil gnidanee..and tQ feedback to
teachers and pupils than to provide a servi~e to those outsi.de the school.
In spite of this variety of opinion concerning the goals
the examination system should seek to attain, a clear majority of teachers
were very concerned to have an examination system.which includ,~ed assessment ef:
the pupil’s work over the year (table 7), (Perhaps in orderto include in those ass-
esments,    characteristics not currently assessed) to make the assessment
less public than at present (charts III and V),
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to separate educationalevaluation from vocational selection (table 7),
¯ and to have a form of examination which pays more attention to the
assessment of creative work and the ability to think for oneself and reason
logically (table 7 and charts III and V).    The most common
reasons for wanting changes in the format of the Intermediate Cer-
tificate (table 6) were to include assessments of oral, practical, and l
project work : This adds further weight to the case for saying that the
reason for wanting to include assessment of pupils work throughout the
year in the evaluation ¯ was that teachers wished the attainment
by their pupils of important skills not assessed in the current exa-
minations to be taken into account.
About half wanted the examination system to provide
more assistance in the guidance and placement of their pupils (charts
III and V) and wanted to have a form of certificate which does not
make it compulsory to obtain passes in certain subjects (page I). It
should be stressed that this last finding is more important than it appears since,
in general, people tend to prefer .whatever arrangements they may have to any
change: a 50% dissatisfaction vote is in fact a heavy vote in favour of change.
Furthermore it is in stark relief against the fact that the greatmajority wanted to
retain compulsorycore subjects on the curriculum. The main reason teachers
gave for wanting to have a certificate freed from compulsory sub.jects was .to
facilitate provision of a wide range of courses suited to. the diversity of talents
currently finding their way into the post primary school system (table 3).
At Intermediate level rather more than a third of .the
teachers wanted changes in the format, the subjects, or the standard
of the examination in order to cater for the needs of all the pupils
who took the examination (Table’SA2). Many of the reasons given for
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wanting these changes were concerned with different facets of the
need to cater more adequately for diversity; there was much stress
on the need to recognize a wider range of subjects and to assess
qualities not assessed at laresent. Another fact which would also seem to indi-
cate that what is really needed is a wider range of papers suited to different levels
of ability.,was that as many teachers Saidthey would like the standard raised as
said they would like it lowered. Although this is an inference from the data it was
echoed explicitly by many teachers in answer to the question concerned with the
standard of the examination. (table 5, line 3). The case for saying that the main
implication of the teacher~ views is that there is a need to cater more
adequately for the diversity of skills, abilities, interests and talents
which find their way into post-primary schools is further strengthened
by the fact, mentioned in the last paragraph, that the most common
reason given for not wishing to have compulsory examination subjects
was that it inhibited provision of the needed diversity of courses.
As far as the teachers’ feelings about the examination
syllabi were concerned it is difficult~ to generalise as their feelings
varied so much with the subject they taught, and the level at which
they taught it. In spite of these reservations it is true to say that on
the whole teachers were fairly satisfied with .the examination syllabi
although they would like more scope to pursue fruitful ideas .and topics
outside the strict bounds of the syl~abus. The desire to be able to do this may
partly explaintheir concern to be more involved in the assessment of their pupils’
work.
At Intermediate level science and history teachers
seemed to be the inost dissatisfied, being particularly likely to say
that the syllabus was too wide, that they would like major changes,
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that there was too much fact learnS.n g, and that the syllabus did not
cater for the full range of ability in the <ilass. T.hey also said that
examination requirements prevented them fro~ presenting their
subjects in an interesting way.
At Leaving Certificate level the picture is more even.
Nevertheless the Irish syllabus was perceived by those who taught
it as being out of touch with modern methods, too wide, too deman-
ding, permitting little scope to pursue fruitful ideas and topics out-
side its strict bounds, demanding too much fact learning, and both the
syllabuses and the examinations were felt to be in need of major changes.
The examination was thought to be only a memory test and felt not to
p~y enough attention to the assessment of initiative, creative work or the
ability to reason logically. It was said, too;. that its requirements
prevented the teachers presenting the subject in an interesting way.
Whereas 47~ of sll teachers thought that a pass in English should be compu}sory
to obtain a leaving certificate 21~ thought Irish should be.
There is one more general point whichshould,
perhaps, be included in our summary. Teachers who thought
that it was important for examinations to provide feedback to
help schools, teachers and pupils attain their character-
development goals more effectively or to provide a compre-
hensive picture of pupils’ strengths and weaknesses which
would go outside traditional academic assessments~found
that the current examination system did not at all meet ~heir
needs (Chart VIII). Our report on teachers’ perception of
educational objectives will highlight the fact that teachers
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generally considered personality and character-development
to be a much more important
pupils through examinations,
well attained. If our report has the effect of focussing
teacherst attention on this shared complaint about the current
system of education, and if examinations come to be regarded
- as teachers obviously wish that they should - as a means of
helping teachers achieve their goals more effectively, then we
can expect many more teachers to join those who feel that
examinations should attempt to assess attainment of character-
development goals and thus become very dissatisfied with the
current examinations. Our results suggest that someone
would be well advised to prepare for such a change of heart
on the part of the teaching profession    although, at the
present time, this area of development comes third in the
teachers’ general order of priorities for action (Chart VII),
being preceded by the need to make the examinations better
from the point of view of assessing reasoning ability and
clarity of expression and from the point of view of guidance
and placement. Nevertheless, we should, perhaps, at this
point,caution that teachers would like these developments
to take place without destroying the strong point of the
current examination system., which is seen as being the feedback
it provides concerning the pupil’s academic strengths and
weaknesses.
educatfonal objective~than getting
and one which was much less
T.E.-60-
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Table A. I
Discussion P, TE 7
Percentages of Teachers w]~o were Satisfied with Intermediate Certificate x Main Subject Taught.
ALL
INTER
-Irish EngLish       Maths. Math~
Higher Higher French Lower Higher
Couz~ Cout$         Cour~ Course
Home
Science Gcog-       Com-
A raphy Historymerce      Econ-
omics
LEAVING
Bus, Otg.Irish English French Latin Maths, Maths, Chem- Geog- History & Ace-
Higher Higher Higher Higher Ordinary Higher isu7
raphy
Course Course Cm~rse Course Course Course ountin8 .
Subjects: Completely ~tisfied
Would like some change
59 48     54     72     70     55
37 46     46     28     30     45
44. 60     69     74     72
53 31     31     26     28
49 52 63 65 66 63 62 57 48 66
48 45 33 33 34 36 38 39 48 34
Standard: Completely satisfied
WOuld like some change
65 73     65     75     70     71
3t 22 35 25 30 29
63 68 58 79 79
32 21 36 21 21
52 52 54 66 53 57 44 66 64 61
45 43 41 3~ 43 42 56 28 29 39
Completely satisfied
Would like some change
fi4 56     54     51     63     59
41 38 46 49 37 39
49 57 50 64 68
46 30 44 33 32
54 55     41     76     60     53     44     58     37     61
43 41     54     22     37     46     56     37     56     39
Base ( = 100%) Weighted
AI1 teachers
)
1,174     37     37     25     17     44 37 72     27     30     28 62 72 41 36 29 48 lq 46     41     26
cr~i..a
, |
/TABLE A. ~ Discussion: P. TE 29 T.E.
Teachers Views on the Achievement of Objectives by the Intermediate Certificate in Relation to Their
Importance for Less Academic Pupils.
OBJECTIVE
Weighted Ba~ ( = 100%)
L To provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s character and
personality; its strengths and weaknesses.
2. To provide a detailed picture of the pupil’s academic
performance.
3, To provide feedback to the school concerning how
effectively they are achieving their objectives in the
realm of character and personality.
4. To provide feedback to the school concerning how
effectively they are achieving academic objectives.
5. To provide the teacher with information about each
individual pupil so that he can think about how to
help them.
6, To provide feedback to the ~about his character
strengths and weaknesses and the areas to which he
should devote more attention.
?. To provide feedback to the p2p.~l concerning his
academic strengths and weaknesses and the areas
to which he should devote more attention°
8, To motivate the pupils by providing them with
clearly defined goals
9.~ To motivate the staff by providing them with clearly
defined goaI~
10. To provide employers and the universities with
information about the candidate’s character strengths
and weaknesses
11. To provide employers and the universities with
information about the candidate’s academic strengths
and weaknesses.
12. To provide educationalists with the information they
need to guide and place their pupils within the
educational system.
13. To motivate the pupils by letting them know who is
better than they are so that they can compete with
them.
14. To enable teachers to be compared.
15. To enable schools to be compared.
16. To assess the pupils knowledge.
17. To assess the pupils reasoning ability.
18. To assess the pupils ability to express himself clearly.
19. To provide an assessment of ~he pupil which is
completely uninfluenced by the teachers other
knowledge of the pupil
20. To teach the pupils that you don’t get anything without
woEking for it.
All Teachers
Very Important Very Important Not very-well, .
or Important or Important badly or very
and achieved and achieved not badly achieved
very well or very well, badly as percentage of
well or very badly, very important
% % or important
q 37 85
33 26 44
10 37 79
38 28 39
32 46 59
13 39 "/5
41 35 46
31 32 51
28 24 46
8 31 80
33 26 44
32 44 58
13 6 32
3
4
38
24
34
3 49
2 37
30 44
52 69
45 57
35 17 33r"~,
45 16 26
816 8t6 -
&12.
1~ The ~llabus is itrelerant to the occupational needs
: of the pupils.
l"J~ "-:.,Them is a lack of coherent thread nmntng through
 -J=tbe syUabu 
Weighted bam ( = 100~)
All teachers
ALL
Irish
Higher
C~se _ _
diff.
from %
mea/l
Discussion P. TE 43
i.
Percentages of Teachers who Ageed with Comments ca the New Synabns x tl~6 i; ~ Teaching Subject, Intermediate Certificate Level
Higher
. ~’ Higher Science
28 40
Lower
Ccmrm
from " % fmat .:"~’i,’ horn
mean m#t~ :~. ~ . mean .
’i ai
22
~i 18
r .
30 2~: -:21    12
41     -22 19
33     -15 18
58 51 61 ~ +29    87
14 +19 33 19
29 +17 46 27
31 45 32
34 33 46
26     +23 49 22    +15
-22
6
3O
%
dtf£
from %
_mean ....
diff,
from
.... mean
14 22
59     -22 3~     -20 q9     -25
37" +43 84
32 +43 76
68 48
11 3.
16 -30 58
23 -19 12
38 44 28
22          2’1
-27 ~ 21     +41 g5
26    +18     44 12
64     +20 79 60
48 34     +16 54
19    +15     37 24
31     +15 41 18
12 21 24
from
m~an
+I’/
68
36
7
42
36
51
2~
61
37
History
diff.
from
Mean
+42
÷17
"20
+34
¯ +27
29
Col’rlM~.r ce
Home
Economics
dtffo dill
from % from    %
mean. mean
3O
83 -24 17
51 24
48 +16 74
-17 13
43 17
11 37
68 23
3O28
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39
5O
26
60
18
35
32
28
26
~6 -15 44 -20    39
3665
-16     ~ +27    49 -15     7
13
I0
37
15
2.5
18
11
18 ::
!! The approach to my subject which the syllabus demau& is out
of touch with modem methods.
2. The ~yllabus i~ too wide, it i~ impossible to cov¢~ it
ad~uately.
3" " The syllabus demands too mud{of pupils of this age.
4. The syllabus allows plenty of scope for me to teachmy
subject in the way I consider be~
The syllabus fo~ my subject is too narrow in its approach,
I would like to see major changes in the syUabm,
.e-
The syllabus allows ample time for purming any fruitful
ideas and topics which a~e outside it~ strict bounds. :
The amount of factual learning the syllabus requi~s it
excessive,,,
¯ 9. The syllabus takes insufficient account of contemporary
thinking or advances of knowledge in my mbject.
10. The syllabus encourages the development of critical
thinking and-powers of judgement in pupil.~
IL The syllabus does not take into ccadderatiou the full
range of ablli~, in my class,
Th~ syllabus demands acquisition by Impih of a lot
of useless knowledge.
15
1,174 3~ 37
! -
’ ,-
( % differences from the mean le~s than 15 excluded) "
ii
L’:
i
!.
17 44 37 13 27 30 ~8
-...
q:= Table A~ 4:. Discussion P TE 43
’(.. ! / .
Percentages of Teachers who Agreed with Comment~ oil the Nei¢’i~l] ~ :x their ’Main’ Teaching Subject, Leaving Certificate Level
, . , ,
Irish English
Higher Higher
Course . Cour.~
ALL
t
- .:L J "
~ench" ’~ Latin Math~, Mathm
Higher Ordinar/ Higher
Courm Cotum ’ Course
Chemistry Geography History
% "b % % .’70
dill
%
dii~ qo ’: ..diff. %
di{£,
%
dill
~
dill
from from .., from from from f~om
mean mean mean mean mean mean
~. The approach to my subject which the r/Ilabus demands is
:: out of touch with modem methods.
The syllabus is too wide, it is impossible to cover it
~ adequately.
-.~.’ .~- "~,_..     :. syllabus demands too much of pupils of this age,
~. The syllabus allows plenty of scope for me to teach my
’~: mbjeet in the way I consider best.
The syllabus for my subject is too narrow in its
: approach.
6. I would like to see major changes ill the syllabus.
7i The syllabus allows ample time for pursuing any
3.
fruitful ideas and topics which are outside its strict
¯ : be,ands.
.:[
8i The amount of factual Ieaming the syllabus requi~es
..!~-.
is exce~ive,
~. The syllabus takes insufficient account of contemporeaT
~: thinking or a.dvances of knowledge in my subject,
10. The syllabus eneeurages the development of crittcat
! thinking and powers of judgement in pupils.
range of ability in my class
"1~ The syllabus demands acquisition by pupils of a lot of
¯ -~-. ..~
u~ll~ knowledge.
-13. The sTILabus is irrelevant to the occupational needs
of the pupfl~.
14. " There is a lack of a coherent thread numing through
the syllabus,’:
Weighted base ( = 100%)
:. All teachers
diff. 5b    diff.
from ’ from
meall
28 +23 51
41 +21 62
33 +28 61
58 -18 40
14 16
29 +18 47
-i5    13 +16
40     =25
39 -17
63
10
2~
31 20 35
.34 .+16 50     -16 18    -26
26 35 21
59 51     +33 92
38 43 44
fZom " [
mean ’      [:.
"I!i
leI- ..
" i,i ....
-16
21 17 -22
25
22
72
14
22 32 17
31
+24    65
+18 51
52 -20
14
34
23
65
,/
19
L
.... 44     +17
J
.’ !I
¯II
-if’
~i..
’ ii
-~ . li
¯ |,
¯ ~ i~
" i "
?     I
2
22
48 -15 16
~ 32 46
45 +26
45
38
:i
22
: 34
17
6"F
39
66
0
15
29"
"18
~dness
O~ganisatfo~
and Accounting
39 +28 62
diff.
%
-from %
mean
1"/
42
31
61
7
11
32
4O
24 19 15 23 16 15
6670 ÷23    82 ~7 51 62
19 45 50 28 41 40
32 29 18 18 31
26 " 40 lq 40 +21 47 +15 41 28 -15 11
23
29
19    ,+16 35 !9 8 23 27 11 9 12
1,174 62 q2 36 29 48 ~9 46 41
27
49
23
31
18
39
+21    47
-25 34
?~::
5
+25 4"1 ,-
+21 47
16 ~.
" 26
( %. differences from the mean less than 15 excluded),
i
..( ."’%
